
Gardner, Massachusetts, earned its fame in the furniture business. The town is home to 
what used to be the world’s largest chair, is the onetime “Chair City of the World” and is still—by default—
the Furniture Capital of New England. But manufacturing jobs are increasingly rare in this post-industrial 
pocket of the state, as Gardner’s barren downtown storefronts will testify.

Still, there is one Gardner manufacturing shop where industry is hurtling forward at a record pace. On 
a sprawling 20-acre campus in the town’s wooded outskirts, machinery whirrs for two shifts a day, seven 
days a week, and the workers are barely keeping pace with demand. Overtime is plentiful and lucrative, 
though days off no longer exist, at least not right now; not even Labor Day could provide shelter from 
the steady avalanche of incoming work orders. Chairs may have made this town, but right now, Gardner’s 
fastest-growing industry is in eyeglasses—shipping an average of 800 pairs of glasses every day. 

The men who make eyeglasses at the edge of town are grateful for the sudden explosion in demand for 
their wares, and not just because longer hours mean fatter paychecks. When you’re in the shop two shifts 
a day, seven days a week, there’s little time to gaze out the window at the two layers of fencing encased in 
barbed wire, at the K9 patrols and guard towers. 

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts fi rst opened the North Central Correctional Institute at Gardner 
(NCCI/Gardner) in 1981. It’s a medium-security facility, and most guys who come here do so for long 
stretches. More than a third of its 1,000 inmates are serving sentences of 5-10 years, while an equal 
number are in for over 10 years. 

Prior to receiving its prison commission, the grounds were occupied by a self-contained agricultural 
mental hospital (it opened in 1902 and closed in 1975). NCCI/Gardner’s former life gives the prison 
a rolling campus and disconcertingly beautiful architecture. Stately brick towers, built in the classic 
institutional style of the late 19th and early 20th century, peek above endless coils of jagged barbed wire.

Gardner’s inmates have made eyeglasses for almost as long as the facility has been a state prison. A 
couple of frighteningly antiquated-looking eyeglass-cutting machines from those early days still sit in the 
large industry shop. 
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